THE POLAND OF PILSUDSKI
Pilsudski's Government not only protects them, but desires the co-
operation of the National Minorities in the consolidation and develop-
ment of the Polish State. In return it asks only their sincere and loyal
attitude towards the Republic. . . . Neither Ukrainian intellectuals nor
the masses of the Ukrainian people support political parties which
trouble Polish-Ukrainian relations and co-operate with foreign elements
hostile to the Polish State.
POLAND AND GERMANY
On January 21,1931, the Council of the League heard the German
side of the case respecting complaints regarding the elections and
the Silesian elections argued by Curtius and the Polish by Zaleski.
Zaleski spoke of the inquiry which had been and was still being
carried on by the Polish Government, and of the punishment
of those found guilty. He referred specially to a Polish organization
called the Union of Former Silesian Insurgents (Zwiazek b.
Powstancow SlaskicK), on whose activities during the Silesian
elections Curtius had severely animadverted. Zaleski compared
it to the German Stahlhelm. It was true that the President of the
Union was the Governor of Polish Upper Silesia, but was not
Hindenburg President of the Stahlhelm'i This comparison drew
a strong protest from Curtius.
The discussion, which ranged over election incidents in Poznania
and the "Corridor," as well as in Silesia, was, however, not
heated, the Council maintaining the standpoint that it was
concerned with the question of the treatment of Minorities and
not with any quarrel between Poland and Germany. On January 25
the Council unanimously adopted the findings of its rapporteur
Yoshizawa that there had been infringements of the Minority
Convention, but that the Polish Government was inquiring
into these infringements* and that the Council before going
farther into the matter would wait till its meeting in May for a
full report from the Polish Government of these proceedings.
The Report suggested that the public authorities of the regions
concerned should place themselves above suspicion of being
involved in political strife, and it censured the Insurgents' Union
as being "inspired by a spirit unlikely to facilitate rapprochement
between two elements of a population whose reconciliation is
a condition of political consolidation in their part of Europe."

